MOHAMMED   AND   CHARLEMAGNE
*
influenced the Prankish institutions.1 But in one important respect
the Franks differed from the Visigoths and the Burgundi; they
knew nothing of the system of hospitalitas or the prohibition of
the connttlium with the Romans. Moreover, the Franks were
Catholics, Their fusion with the GalloRoman population therefore
took place with the greatest ease.
Nevertheless it is true that their Romanization was less effective,
because their kings lived in Paris, in an environment which was
less Romanized than were the cities of Ravenna, Toulouse, Lyons,
or Carthage. Moreover, Northern Gaul had recently passed through
a period of wars and successive invasions which had devastated
the country. However, they preserved as much of the old Roman
institutions as they were able, and they were not lacking in good-
will Their state was more barbarous, but it was not more Ger-
manic2 Here again the organization of the taxes3 and of the currency
was retained. Here too there were Counts in each city, the provinces
having disappeared.
The grafio, the thunginus, the rachimburgi were found only in the
North.4 The kuJesamio, which Waics believes to be Germanic,
was according to Brunner5 of Roman origin; as was the practice
of the commendation
Nearly all if not all die king's agents were recruited among the
1 The agents of the Merovingian king were known as jW*Vc$» as were those
of the Emperor.
* This was fully realized by h. von SYimi, Eniftehung iff Dwischcn KUnig*
thutns, 2nd ed., iS8i. See the arguments brought against him by c, waitz,
Deutsche Vtrfussungsgeschichte, vol. II, part I, 3rd ed., 1882, pp. Bi €t scq*
3	wattz, op. n't., vol. II, part 2> srd ed., p, 373, alleges that chc Germans
refused to pay the personal tax because it was regarded as incompatible with
ingcnuttas. But there was nothing Germanic in this. He cite*, in Note 3, the
text of a Council which constitutes manifest proof of his contention*
4	waitz, op. cit., vol. II, part z, 3rd ed,, pp. 122 rf xrf, endeavours to prove
that the Merovingian functionaries were not Roman, There was no longer
any division between the military and the civil officers; they came at the
king's summons, and received no salary! He admits, however* that the
Germans knew nothing of administration (p, 134), and he overlooks the
Romarf^officials and the servile functionaries.
6 bkunnbr, op. tit, voL II, 2nd ed»» pp. 77-80.	$&?,» pp. 3^4-365*
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